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Loren Israel is hard-working, passionate and honest with shaping all the music newbieâ€™s talents.

If you are looking forward to adapt a career as a song-writer, then Loren Israel will enlighten your
path towards the success. He is a songwriting teacher from LA who also assists with the jobs of
song producing as well as A&R consultant. Loren Israel is an acclaimed name for developing and
finding all those new talents who are aspiring to be a phenomenal song-writer. As an A&R
Consultant at Capitol Records, he has worked with Coldplay, Jimmy Eat World and Less Than Jake.
Loren Israel also worked with Neon Trees and Plain White T and in this episode he has marked big
differences in major and indie labels along with the significance of bond formations in music
industry.
Loren Israel is hard-working, passionate and honest with shaping all the music newbieâ€™s
talents. He pays all the attention which is necessary for helping artists in attaining the level of
success they have imagined or witness in their dreams. He is way too passionate in evolving the
talent of all those who take their deep interests in song-writing. Loren Israel pays the adequate
investment on each of their artists, so that everyone can be successful in their career. He knows that
sometimes you need guidance in marking your success on higher levels and you cannot do it on
your own, which is why he will guide and assist you on every step, where you will need them.
Loren Israel helps all the artists in remembering that no matter how higher they go successfully,
they shouldnâ€™t forget one thing that in the end it is all about hits which will bring the major labels.
He knows all the aspect of music industry and thus shares his insight among various labels when it
is all about doing deep researches. In such situation, he always finds the right fit for their artists. You
as some artists can work with Loren Israel as long as you want, there are no pressures if you joined
them and not enjoying them, you can leave without having or giving any kind of grudges to anybody.
He will always tell you what kind of genre is suitable for you, so that you can hit the right label of
your career.
So, with Loren Israel maximize all of your hidden strengths and it is the partnership that will lead
you to countless benefits of your career.
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